The smarter way
to more reading.
Rewordify.com gives people a new way
to read more, understand more, and
learn more words.

It gives teachers more time to teach. It
provides actionable student learning data
that informs effective instructional
decisions. It fosters differentiation easily.
It turns people who avoid reading into
more-confident, independent learners.
It’s easy and safe to use, it works now on
any device, and it’s completely free.

Rewordify.com simplifies difficult English by
intelligently replacing hard words and phrases
with easier ones, for fast understanding.

Our Learning Sessions actively teach hard words
and phrases from any high-interest text passage
or web page. Students see the words and
phrases in context, hear them, and get used to
typing them correctly. A Learning Session
dynamically re-teaches when needed, and moves
on when the student reaches mastery.

Teachers can create assignments in a few clicks,
and see detailed reading, word learning, and
learning errors by student or class in real-time.

SEE OTHER SIDE

Independent learning
starts
here.

Problem

Solved

My student can’t understand
what we’re reading because of
poor vocabulary development.

Copy-paste difficult text passages (or web page URLs) into Rewordify.com.
Your student will instantly see a simpler version, for fast comprehension now.

My students look up words in
dictionaries, but they still don’t
understand the text.

Our Rewordifying Engine explains words with clear, easy-to-understand definitions
that make sense in context. Students spend time reading, not looking up words.

I want to differentiate more,
but I don’t have time.

Rewordify.com extracts and teaches words from any high-interest text passage. You
control the word difficulty, for differentiation by readiness. Students read and learn
from what interests them, for differentiation by interest. You can change how the
site highlights and teaches words, for differentiation by learning style.

I don’t have enough good data
to help me design effective
interventions.

Educator Central shows you student reading time, words learned, and detailed
errors made while learning: recognition errors, spelling errors, cloze errors, and
more. Sort and filter to help group students by need.

I’m tired of typing vocab lists
and quizzes, making copies of
assignments, and researching
text complexity levels.

Rewordify.com instantly makes vocabulary lists, quizzes, cloze exercises, and
more—with answer keys—from any text block. You can post documents online so
your students can read and learn from them anywhere. Plus, you get valid, reliable
text complexity measures for each block of text.

I don’t have time (or the
budget) to order and install
software and train my students.

Rewordify.com is completely free, and it works right now on any device. There is no
software to buy or install. The site keeps students safe by requiring no personal
information. It’s fast and intuitive to use, requiring minimal training.
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Teach more, type less.
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